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• We Are Not Financial Advisors or a Broker/Dealer: Neither ReadySetCrypto® nor any 
of its officers, employees, representatives, agents, or independent contractors are, in 
such capacities, licensed financial advisors, registered investment advisers, or 
registered broker-dealers.  ReadySetCrypto ® does not provide investment or financial 
advice or make investment recommendations, nor is it in the business of transacting 
trades, nor does it direct client commodity accounts or give commodity trading advice 
tailored to any particular client’s situation. Nothing contained in this communication 
constitutes a solicitation, recommendation, promotion, endorsement, or offer by 
ReadySetCrypto ® of any particular security, transaction, or investment.

• Securities Used as Examples: The security used in this example is used for illustrative 
purposes only.  ReadySetCrypto ® is not recommending that you buy or sell this 
security. Past performance shown in examples may not be indicative of future 
performance.

• All information provided are for educational purposes only and does not imply, 
express, or guarantee future returns. Past performance shown in examples may not be 
indicative of future performance.

• Investing Risk: Trading securities can involve high risk and the loss of any funds 
invested. Investment information provided may not be appropriate for all investors and 
is provided without respect to individual investor financial sophistication, financial 
situation, investing time horizon, or risk tolerance.

•Cryptocurrency Trading Risk: crypto trading is generally more complex than stock 
trading and may not be suitable for some investors. Margin  strategies can result in the 
loss of more than the original amount invested. 

•No part of these materials presentation may be copied, recorded, or rebroadcast in 
any form without the prior written consent of ReadySetCrypto ®.
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Your Trading Edge Masterclass Summary 

Outstanding! You’re one of the few that actually makes it to the end of a program! I’m 
impressed by your commitment. 


I hope you got one of the main points that I repeated throughout this program; you are 
what you repeatedly do. Not only through the Strategy Development cycle, but also 
through your daily habits. Once you begin to focus on your One Thing and sharpen 
your edge into the tip of the spear, you will be unstoppable. 


Let’s check your progress to this point: 


Do you understand how and why most Retail traders lose money? 

Do you know where you are on Yoder’s Trader Progression?

Have you identified what your “One Thing” strategy is?

Do you understand what the “trading edge” is behind your “One Thing” strategy? 

Have you built your Business Plan? 

Have you created a Trading Plan? 

What trading system are you using for your One Thing? Have you defined it in your 
Trading Plan? 

Have you created a Tracking System for your strategy? 

Have you investigated any of the resources to work on your Success Mindset? 

Have you investigated any of the resources to improve your Success Habits? 


 

You might not have all of those items in place yet, and perhaps you’ve only been able 
to check off a few boxes. That’s OK, everyone has to start somewhere. Now that 
you’ve been through the entire program top to bottom and have read it for awareness, 
try going through this program again, this time for understanding.


It’s my hope that this program spurs you to successful habits, not only in your trading 
career, but also your own personal life. They are all connected. 


Please let me know how I can help going forward, and thanks for taking these first 
steps in your journey with me. 


Doc Severson 

December 2019
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